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1. Is the object you are labeling original,
in the sense that itis the author's own intellectual creation?

8. Are there additional

concerns that might limit the

possibility of publishing or

using the content?

No
9. Are there other legal

restrictions to the

use of the object you seek

to label?

4. Do you have permission to

authorise the use of the object

for educational purposes?

No

5. Can you identify and

contact the right holder, and

get permission?

15. Do you want to make the

object available without

a Creative Commons licence?

No
6. Do you want to waive

entirely your copyright in the

object

7. Have you done a successful

diligent search in accordance

with the orphan works

directive?

2. Is the object still protected by copyright?

Yes

3. Do you hold all the rights of the object you are about to label?

10. Is there a public

private partnership through

which digitisation was

funded that limits the use

of the digitised object to

non-commercial use only?

11. Do you want to allow users

to use the object as long as

they provide attribution and

perhaps share it under the

same license?

12. Do you want to allow users

to use the object as long as

they provide attribution and to

stop them from sharing the

object in adapted form?

13. Do you want to allow users

to use the object as long

as they provide attribution and

to stop them from using the

object for commercial

purposes?

14. Do you want to allow users

to use the object for non-com-

mercial purposes only, provid-

ing attribution, and to stop

them from sharing the object

in adapted form?

No, I want further conditions on re-use

No, I want further conditions on re-use

No, I want further conditions on re-use

No, I want further conditions on re-use

Yes

No

Evaluate
risks before
publishing

No

No

No

No

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Yes
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..

on condition that those
who remix, adapt, and 
build upon the object 
use the same licence

on condition that those 
who remix, adapt, and build 
upon the object use the 
same licence, as long 
as it's for non-commercial purposes


